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(57) Abstract: A transmit power

value (Prach) for a connection

request message (RACH) from a

mobile user equipment unit (20) to

a telecommunications network (18)

is determined using a target ratio

of received energy to interference

value [(Et/IoWcH.LargcJ and a mod-

ification factor [(Ef/I

o

)mean.delta 3

The modification factor is a sliding

mean differential between the

target ratio and an actual ratio

[(Eb/l0)AcTUAxJ of received energy

to interference as determined by

the telecommunications network.

The modification factor allows

for the calculation of the transmit

power for the connection request

message to be adaptive with respect

to a changing characteristic of the

mobile user equipment unit (e.g.,

determination is made at the mobile user
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adaptive rach power determination
for mobile telecommunications user

'

.

." eqijip^ieKt .unit ' .

'

'

"
'\

. BACKGROUND

5 1. FIELD OF THE INVENTION;

The present invention peftairis to celM

determining broadcast power to be used by a
:

mobile user equipment-unit when •

requesting access to a cellular telecoihriiuni :

2; RELATED ART AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS <

10 Cellular telecommunications systems employ a wireless link (e.g., air interface)

between the (mobile) user equipment and a base station (BS). The base station has

transmitters and receivers for radio connections with numerous user equipment units.

One or more base stations are connected (e.g., by landlines or microwave) and managed

by a radio network controller (also known in some networks as a base station controller

15 [BSC]). The radio network controller is, in turn, connected through control nodes to a

core communications network. Control nodes can take various forms, depending on the

types of services or networks to which the control nodes are connected. For connection

to connection-oriented, switched circuit networks such as PSTN and/or ISDN, the

control node can be a mobile switching center (MSC). For connecting to packet

20 switching data services such as the Internet (for example), the control node can be a

gateway data support node through which connection is made to the wired data

networks^ and perhaps one or more serving nodes.

When a mobile user equipment unit desires to initiate a connection with a base

station, the user equipment unit typically sends a connection request message to the base

25 station on a Random Access Channel (RACH). The RACH is a common channel that is

BNSDOCID <WO 012fl126A1 I >
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available for all user equipment units within a geographical area or cell covered by the

base statiori. The connection request message baitied' on the RACH generally includes

various types: of other infqhnat^ ^trfcngtlvoffh^r

received broadcast channel (so that rthe base station rcan calculate the transmission

5 power to use) and some random number for (with probability) making the connection

unique in the ell during the initial communication on the common channels (RACH and

FACH). It is anticipated that the RACH may also be used for packet data in new

telecommunications systems, such as widebandCDMA (WCDMA).

When a mobile user equipment unit sends its connection request message on the

10 RACH, the user equipment unit must first calculate the transmit power that its

transmitter will 1 use for sending the connectiQ^

calculating the transmit power, the user equipment unit .will use a jtransjnission power

which (hopefully) will be the lowest possible transmission poyvf?r possible, thereby . , ,
>:

reducing interference for other users. But if the base station fails to receive the

15 connection request message, the user equipment unit must repeat the transmission of its

connection request until? the! base' station successfully receives the connection request ,>

message, else the attempt to send the connection request is terminated as being

unsuccessful.^ . _ : ... . _s v ^ , , _ [
.

(

According to a current technique, if the user equipment unit calculates too low a

20 transmission power (thereby making it impossible for the base station to receive the

connection request message), the user equipment unit increases its transmit output

power for a successive connection requests (e.g. , ~for each new connection request
!

attempt). However, this current technique presents numerous problems.

A first set of problems can occur when the initially calculated transmit power for

25 the connection request is too low. Insuch case, the power calculation for transmission

of the next connection request, although increased,' will probably also be too low.

Moreover, the first connection request sent at a transmit power too low to be received

by the base station, can exacerbate the situation by increasing the interference for other

user equipment units (perhaps causing them to increase their respective transmit

*o powers) and consumine batterv power in the requesting user equipment unit. Further,

the delav in sendins the next connection request messase will likely be increased.

8NSDOCID: <WO 0128126A 1 J . >
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A second set of problems eaifoccur-when the initially calculated RACH transmit

power is higher thaii rfeeessary. In such case, the connection request message, sent^t a \

greater-thari-neceSsary 1power, increases interference for other users. In addition; the * ,

transmission of the connection request'rriessage consumes more power than necessary in

5 the requesting user equipment unit. - f '

A third set of pfoblems involves aging of the user equipment imit^As a user

equipment unit ages, under otherwise identical conditions the user equipment unitcan

require a different transmit power than when; it was new due, e.g., to changing 1

characteristics of the transmitter arid/or receiver components: As a result, the user

10 equipment unit will likely use too high or1 too low a transmit power for its first *

connection request. *
'

r: *^
; '

1 .:> -;t

Prior art RACH power determination techniques. are discussed in the patent
r v

literature. See, for example, US Patent 5,806,003 to Jolma et al.; US Patent 5,487,180

to Ohtake; and US Patent 5,333,175 to Ariyavisitakul et al.

1 5 What is needed, therefore, and an Object of the present invention, is a technique -

which is adaptive for changing characteristics of the mobile, user equipment unit for

determining transmit power whe:n making a connection request. . .

>

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A transmit power value (Prach) for a connection.request message (RACH) from

,

20 a mobile user equipment unit (20) to a telecommunications.network (18) is determined

using a target ratio of received energy to, interference value [(Et/Io)RAeH_targei ] and a

modification factor [(E5/Io)mean_delta1 • The modification factor is a sliding mean

differential between the target ratio and an actual ratio [(Eb/I0)actual] of received

energy to interference as
;

determined by the telecommunications network. The

25 modification factor allows for the calculation of the transmit power for-the connection

request message to be adaptive with respectuo a changing characteristic of the mobile

user equipment unit (e.g.; aging of the mobile user equipment unit). l

.

*

• - '--*'*
• '

- -
".-»{.•* -*!

: r .

The modification factor is obtained bytaking a mean of a set of differentials.

[(Et/lo)delta] * Each differential of the set is a difference between the target ratio and

BNSDOC1D' <WO 0128126A1 I >
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the actual ratio Plural differentials, of. the, set .are,cpmpiledMwith respect to^ a . , r

corresponding plural number of previous connection request messages.^ Preferably the
,

,

set of differentials are stored in a FTFO,,sothat aisliding rneanpf theplural (n)
;:

* „ , , ;

differential values maintained: in the PIFO can te^ Vl\ ^
5 modification factor [(Eb/I0)MEAN_DELTA]. . ; - v .; : r : a> ,.;\y> :»?:

'Determining, the transmit power value* for, tlje connection request.messages

comprises evaluating the expression-Prach ^ Crach + (Et/Io)adapted target^ V- +
: ;

Pperch.sent-Pper^hLmeasi Wherein PraCh is transmit ^pQNMer for the,cqnnpction request
^

.

tJ

message calculated by the on-boar<i unit;> CJrach is aiconstant depending,on rate, .....

10 channel coding,;and,carrier bandwidth; I UjU is up|ink
r
interference determined at the

,

telecommunications network; Pperch.sem is downlink output power used for a broadcast
.

channel; Pperch_meaS is received broadcast channel power measured at the user equipment,

unit; (Eb/Io)ADAPTED target is.an adaptiveUarget^Et/Io for the connection request ,

message*:'' ' - •

.**';?.• ; ; l-\.
:X>wC ^'y:^ ..• . .

15 The value (E^adapted target is determined using the target energy to power

ratio (Eb/Io^RACri.tkrget as specifie&by the telecommunieations network and the,

modification factor:
1 The uplink interferenceilo^^dp^nlink output power, for the .

t >

broadcast channel (Pperch_Sent)^and target lenergy^to, power Tatio-:
[(Eb/I0)RACH uarget] are . ir

*.

transmitted to the mobile user equipment unit in a broadcast channel message. After the

20 mobile user equipment unit successfully completes the connection request message, the

telecommunications network'sends a access grant message-which includes an actual

ratio of received energy to interference. [(Et/I0)actual*] determined by the network for

use as a latest differential affectirig the-modification factor for the next connection

request message from the mobile user equipment unit:'
r

'

. , j i
. Af

25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

; • i The foregoing and other object^ features- and advantages of the invention, will

be apparent from the following .more particular; description of preferred embodiments as

illustrated in the accompanying drawings in which reference.characters refer tpjhe ...

same parts throughout the various views. The drawings are not necessarily to scale,

30 emphasis-ihste^d be'ing placed upon illustrating the principles, of the invention.

j': l

x\: < ^u' >.'.
; -v * _ " . .; v * y •. vy
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:

Fig . 1 is a schematic view 6*f-'ah-Embodiment of a teleeommunications system

which utilizes the present invention.-
f

i

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of a mobile user equipment unit which participates

in the telecommunications system of Fig. 1. * ^
;

5 Fig. 3 is a schematic view of an example base station node according to an

embodiment of the invention. .r-. - *\. . r

Fig. 4 -is a diagrammatic view showing a'sequence.of messages transmitted

between a telecommunications network and a user equipment unit germane to a RACH
.

transmit power calculation process of the present invention. -=
i

io Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing, basic steps involved in a RACH transmit power

calculation process of the present invention . = ,

r; 1 ........

Fig, 6 is a
r
diagrammatic yiew of a RACH transmit power historical information

FIFO. ... .
: t

. ; .
/ - ^ • _

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

15 In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation,

specific.details are set forth such as particular architectures, interfaces, techniques^etc.

in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it will
t

be apparent to those skilled in the art that the present invention may be practiced in

other embodiments that depart from these specific details. In other instances, detailed

20 descriptions of well known devices, circuits, and methods are omitted so as not to

obscure the description of the present invention with unnecessary-detail.

Fig. 1 shows a telecommunications network* 1 8 in which a user equipment unit

20 communicates .withione or more base stations 22 over air interface; (e.g., radio

interface) 23. Base stations/22 are connected by terrestrial lines, (ormicrowave^to radio

25 network controller (RNC) 24 [also known as a base station controller (BSC) in some

networks]. The radio network controller (RNC) 24 is, in turn, connected through a

control node known as the mobile switching center 26 to circuit-switched telephone

BNSDOCID: <WO_ 0128126A1J_>
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networks (PST^/I^RN) represented by^clqud
}^

(RNC) 24 is connected to Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN).^25 and through ;,

backbone network 27 to a Gateway GRPS support node (GGSN) 30, through which

connection is made with.* packet-switched networks (e.g.^the Internet, X.25 external;

5 networks) represented by cloud 32.
; : r :•• ; ; -i :.

As understood by those skilled in the tart, when.user equipment unit 20 . A
'

;

participates in a mobile telephonic connection, signaling information and user, .
-

. , / - :

information from user equipment unit 20 are transmitted over air interface 23 on

designated radio channels to one or more of the basetstations 22. The hase, stations have

10 radio -transceivers which transmit and receive radio signals;involved;in ! the connection, \

or session. For information on the uplink from the user equipment unit 20,toward the

, other party involved in the connection, the base stations convert the radio-acquired

information to digital signals which are forwarded to radio network controller (RNC)

24. The radio network controller (RNC) 24 orchestrates participation of the plural base

15 stations 22 which may be involved in the connection or session, since user equipment \

unit 20 may be geographically movirig^and handover may be occurring relative to the

base stations 22. On the uplink, radio network controller (RNC) 24 picks frames of user

information from one or more base stations 22 to yield a connection between user

equipment unit 20 and the other party, whether,that party be in PSTN/IDSN 28 or on the

20 packet-switched networks (e.g., the Internet) 32.

Ari illustrative embodiment of a suitable user equipment unit 20 for the present

invention is provided in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig; 2, user equipment unit 20 has the
'

mobile termination entity (MT) 40; terminal adapter (TA) 42; and-terminal equipment

25 (TE) 44/ each of which is discussed briefly hereafter; ' *
'

*-»'

Mobile termination entity (MT)*40, which is sometimes called the Mobile . .

Equipment (ME), contains the radio transmitter/receiver (with antenna 61) and

communications control toward the network, e.g., the setup and release of radio

connections,- handover, etc. : Mobile termination entity (MT) 40 can be a standard .
,f

30 mobile pocket telephone (e.g., a GSM phone) or a phone card within user equipment

unit 20. •'•'* — : > - .

- 7- ..
^ , , ,

... ;

BNSDOCID <WO 0128126A1 I >
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T
Terminal adapter (TA')

T

42 acts
J

as' an••adaptation between mobile terinination

entity (MT) 40 and a set of appHcatibhs exeeuVed'by the terminal equipment/The' '

terminal adapter (TA) 42' is typically realized as a Modem implemented on a PCMCIA- .

(Personal'Computer Memory Card 'International Association): card, which is inserted in -

5 a slot of terminal equipment 44. V -
•

: -;
'
: ;s :

-
"*

'

"*

v. /v* -Terminal equipment 44 is normally a small computer ;(or computer platformX;

and as such includes both hardware and software. Terminal equipment 44<thus'has r -.,

;

typical aspects of a computer platform; fe.g,; a> processor with operating system. and. -v

middleware (Internet protocol suitsl for Sample), : In addition, terminar equipment 44 \,o

io has control logic 72 (executed by the processor) for controlling termiharadapter(TA) .* ^

42. Control logic 72 performs set-upland release- of calls to and from the network 18. * *

In essence. Fig: 2 shows terminal equipriient 44 wherein mobile termination entity (MT>

40 and terminal adapter (TA) 42 are cards situated in card, slots:; Terminal adapter (TA) .

42 is connected to central processing unit* (GPU) 100 by bus 102. Mobile termination*

15 entity (MT) is connected to MT interface 65 of terminal adapter (TA) 42 by a cable.

Memories of terminal equipment"44;- particularly read only memory (ROM) 104 and

random access memory (RAM) 106 (are also connected to central processing unit (CPU)

100 by bus 102. Terminal equipment 44 interfaces with a user through' input device(s)

1 10 and output
1

device(s) 1 12, f each connected 1 through respective appropriate interfaces

:o 120 and 122 to bus 102. Input device(s) 1 10 dan be a keyboard and/or mouse, for .c

example, while output device(s) 1 12 can take the form of a display device, such as a

LCD display panel, for example?
r

'

It should be understood that the invention is not confined to user equipment units

having the samepHysical separation between functional entities as shown in Fig, -2; and

25 that the present invention can be implemented in other than the described

functional/structural configuration. * '
;

An example base station (BS) 22'is shown in Fig- 3 as comprising a switch 260.

Switch 260. which is controlled by base station control unit 262, has a plurality of ports.

At least one, and typically several, of the ports of switch 260 are connected to respective

transceiver (Tx/Rx) boards 264. Transceiver (Tx/RxV boards 264 are c6nnected to

antennae which are located in the cell served by the base station (BS) 22. - Contfeol^unit

262 is also connected to ports of switch 260; as are a terminal board 266 and a power

BNSDOCID <WO 01281 26A1 I >
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control unit -268. It is through terminal board 266^that
:
base. station. (RS), 22

, _ ; . V5 .
;r

communications with its radio network controller (RlsJC) 24, with link 225 being, . ./V ^

connected between an appropriate base station; interface: unit 248 of the radio network

controller (RNjC) 24,(see-JFig, 1 and Fig, 3) and,tenrunal board 266. Power .control,uryp

5 268 performs numerous functions, including determining a signal -ticn-noise ratio (SNR),

and quality of connection (QOC) parameter for a received signal from each user

equipment unit 20 with which base station 22 is. in communication and sending a power

change ^command when nepessary to* the userequipment units 20 for which it is . ;..
*

responsible.^ These and other functions performed by power control unit 268 , \.

.

10 concerning established connections are understood with reference, .e.g., to ;U.S . Patent ,

Application SN 08/91 6,440; entitled "Signaling Method for CDMA Quality Based:, _

Power Control", which is incorporated herein by reference. In addition, power. control

:

unit 268 ^sets. the downhnk power level at which) base station, 22 is to transmit its
. -,*;v

broadcast channel message, e.g., Pperchisent- Ifdesired, .the functions ofc power eontrpL

15 unit 268 can be consolidated in a single >unijt--'^ith ; B:S-conU
,

ol'unit;262. ^

; In accordance with the present invention, tlie user equipment unit 20 3has an on-i,

board unit which; makes a calculation of a.transmit power to t>e used fpr a .connection

,

:

.

request, message to^telecommunications network 18, Advantageously,, the calculation of

the: transmit power is adaptive with respect to a changing .characteristic of the user
:

20 equipment unit 20, i.e., age of the user equipment unit 20: - ;
t

.
-y . ,

t

In the above regard, the CPU 100 of user equipment unit 20 executes a RACH

transmit power calculation process 200 (see Fig. 2). The RACH transmit power

calculation process 200 is a set of coded instructions which can be storejd in a memory

(e.g., ROM 104) and loaded into CPU 100 fpr execution. . In execution RACH transmit

25 power calculation process 200, the CPU 100 utilizes transmit, power historical ,

information stored in a portion of RAM 106 depicted as RACH transmit power
/;

,

historical information FIFO 202 (see Fig. 2). RAM 106 must be of a non-volatile type

which maintains the data stored therein even when the user equipment unit 20,is turned

off.. .y . . •. .
*

• :

'
.

"

, ; , -
, .. ,

:

30 The R4GH transmit power calculation process 200.of the present assumes that

varipus^parameter^aremade available from,telecommunications network 18. In this

regard, it is required ;that RACH transmit power calculation process 200
;

be advised by

BNSDOCID:<WO _.0128126A1 I >
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telecommunications network^ 8'df;(T), the uplink- interference Jul experienced by the

telecommunications networks 8; and(2) the.do.wnlink output, power PPerch^s'eiH<:
which is;

used for a broadcast channel. In addition, RACH transmit power calculation process

200assumeskhe user equipment unit<20 can measure: the broadcast channel power

5 Pp^rch meas which user equipment unit 20'receives. Each of these threervalues Ion;:. ....

Pp^rch seni^and P^rchlrheas "are :stored in an appropriate 'memory for use by RAGH transmit

power calculation process 200, eSg., stored in-RAM K)6. i- 1- .Jv* I •
:

. o^u

Fig. 4 shows a selected sequence of messages, germane -to RACH transmit power

calculation process 200, which occurs in telecoirfmunications network ! 8. Fig.<4 shows)

10 as message 4- 1 a broadcast channel message which is transmitted, preferably oyer a

common channel such as BCCH, to user equipment unit 20. Although Fig. 4 shows

only one such broadcast channel message '4- L, it should^be understood that such

messages are typically periodically transmitted^ such that an entire series of broadcast ,,-\

channel messages 4-1 cbuIdvinfkcif^be^llustratedr-'The-broadcast channel message 4-1 "

15 can include numerous fields of information, in a manner known in the prior art, but for

the purpose of the present inventidri-includes, e;g:^field5^fortheiupliiik>interference Iul

experienced by the telecommiinicatidns 1 network 18^ the downlink output power .-

Pperch.sem which is used for the broadcast channel message 4- 1 , and the target^RACH - -
, :

.

transmit power (Ej/IbMcH^ia^ ^Gr mobi^

20 user equipment unit 20 to utilize when sending a connection request message. • . .-yv :

The broadcast channel message 4-1 shown in Fig. 4 emanates from base station

22 of telecommunications network IS, and in particular is prepared and formatted by

BS control unit 262. However, base station 22 obtains values for the parameters uplink

interference Iyt experienced by the telecommunications network 18 rand the downlink

25 output power Pperchjem from power control unit 268. The base station 22 knows" at-what

values it sets its downlink output power Pperch_sem for the broadcast channel message 4-1.

and determines the value for the uplink interference Iul as the sum of all interference

measured' on one frequency in one cell (which includes all uplink radio beams and

additional noise). * '
^ l v 1

30 Fiji/
1

5 shows basic steps involved in the RACH transmit power calculation^--

process 200 of the present invention!-' The RACH transmit power calculation pro'cessv .

200 is performed in order to determine a transmit power Prach to be used for :

-
" * -

'

BNSDOCtD <WO 0126126A1 L>
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transmitting^ tKecShriection request message to be sent;by"mobile user equipment unit ;

-

20. The connection request message is illustrated' asf message 4^2; in Fig. 4. , ar * / ; ; :

Step 5-1 shows RAGH transmit:power calculation process 200 checking; whether

the user of mobile user equipment unit 20 has indicated a desire t^inipate.acall
V;:

If it is v

5 determined at step -5- 1 . that a call is to be placed ftpm mobile user equipment unit 20, at

step 5-2 the RACH transmit power calculation process 200 fetches from memory the
,% rf

values stored for the parameters Pperch_sem (downlink output power of the broadcast

channel >messa^e 4-1 as 'ascertained from: the broadcast.channel message 4-1); Jul

(uplink interference at the base istation>22 as specified in the broadcast channel message

10 4-1); and target RACH transmit power (E^^RAcKi^get- '

'-1
*

'•-'•^

At'step>5-3 RAGH transmit power calculation process 200 measures the revived-,

power of the broadcast- channel message; 4- l^o .obtain a value; for Ppcrch_meas* Thus, t
,

Ppcrch_meas is received i broadcast chatoeLpQwerL.n[ieasu^ed at
:
the user equipment unit 20.

15 : At step 5-4; the RACH transmit power calqulation process 200 fetches a constant,

value CrXch from memory . The parameter -Crach is?a constant depending on. rate, <

channel coding, and carrier bandwidth. t
In general,, the parameter Crack is a relation

between signal.interference level and Ei/Iq- Jn particular, in one illustrative

embodiment ofthe inventions the parameter Grach is determined by the following ;

20 expression:

CrXch - 2dB 4 CR dB - CB dB + SR dB

wherein GR is;cpding rate; CB is carrier bandwidth;. SR is symbol rate. In one example,

CR,= y2 (= -3.01dB-)$;SR is 16 ksps (= 42.Q4dB)* BW,is,4,.096 jyicps (= 66.12dB);...
.

which gives Grach = -25 1 dB.
=

.
*..

.

25 - At step 5-5 the RACH transmit power calculation process 200 determines a

modification factor. The modification factor is a mean value of RACH power,

differentials historically compiled in FIFO 202 (see Fig. 2). In this regard, and as

illustrated in ;Fig. |6, RACH transmit power historical information FIFO 202 includes a

firs,t-in, fir^out'set-.of n memory locations for storing historically gathered values of a,

30 parameter (Eb/I0)DELTA- As explained belo\y, the n samples of the parameter fEt/Io)

BNSDOCID <WO 0128126A1_L>
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delta were:obtained.upon occasion of the n numjoerof previous successful RAGH
messages sent from mobile user equipment unit 20. Those skilled in the art will .,. . . . v :

recognize the ratio (Eb/I0 ) as being the ratio of energy to interference as determined by

the telecommunications network..... ,
•

; ,i
v ., .

•

-

5 i As illustrated in Eig. 6, the first value rin RACH^transmit power historical ;u * v -
,

-

;

information FIFO 202, i.e;, (Eb/I0)DELTA(last),vwas stored upon the immediately previous

successful transmission of a connection request (RACH) message,-. The second yaluq>
r> ;t ,

[(Eb/l6)DELtA(last-l )]..was stored upon the,next older fi ;e., penultimatejhs
(
uccessful

transmission of a connection request (RAGHhmessage; and so forth to the last value y.

10 [(Eb/I0 ) DELTA(l^st-n+l)]. Each of the values in RACH transmit power historical

information FIFO 202, generically referred to as fE^/Io^'deLta ^ is computed to fee a

difference between the value (Eb^oiRACHj^get 1 (obtained from broadcast channel message

4-1 as depicted at step 5-1) and a value' (Eb/Ib)actual" As explained below, after.

a

successful connection request message;4-2 is; sent, an access grant message, is received.

15 An example access grant message is illustrated as message 4-3 in Figs. 4. rThe access ,
r _

grant message 4-3 includes a value for (Ei/I0)actual with respect to thejRACH message
: ...

which prompted the access grant message. 4-3:- The value for (E^/I0)a
;

ctu'Al is the actual -.

ratio of received energy to interference asdetermined by the.telecommunications v n

network, and particularly as detenniTied:by power. control unit 268 ?of base istation 22.*; ;/

20 Thenl after a successful-connection request message 4-2; a new (Eb/IoJoELtAClast) is.v *

,

calculated as the difference between the value (Eb/Io)RACH_target anc* the? valuer:-- r - r *

(Eb/Io)ACTUAL received :in the corresponding access grant:message 4-3 (see step 5-12),,: -

Thus, at step 5-5 a mean of the values (Eb/I0)DELTA(las0 through (Et/IoioELTAOast-

n+1): is computed. In particular, at step- 5-5 the RACH transmit power .calculation

25 process 200 determines (Et/lo) iviEan_delta as the mean ofall values stored in RACH -

transmit power historical information FIFO 202. It -is this (Eb/Io)MEANjDELtA which.is I

~

herein referred to as a modification factor, or historical-based modification factor., ^

•
• - 0 . :

•
'

• • ./.
.

:Step 5-6 involves RACH transmit power calculation process 200.determining a r

value for a parameter (E^Ao)adapted target- The- parameter (E^/Iq)adapted target. *s the..

30 sum of the* value (Et/I0 )RACH;iargei (obtained from the broadcast channel message 4^1 and

fetched at step 5-1) and the modificationiactorj.e.. the value (E-VIp}mean_delta (as, .
:

.j

determined at step 5-5). Then, at step 5-7 the RACH transmit power calculation process

BNSDOCID: <WO 0126126A1.I >
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200 uses the calculated' value for the ^arartieter (E^o^Adapted target to evaluate -the

following expression for :P^ACH' - :)l l
- 1 r " - :

':,: r
'

i ; r
' • -

PRACH = Crach + (Et/Io)ADAPTED TARGET + IuL + Pperch.sem "PpeicKoi<te-i J: V-f L* O

As explained above, Crach
*

; is * constant depending on rate; ^channel codings and

carrier bahdwidth ( see step 5-4); 1^ is uplink interference .determined at the 1

/-.
-

telecommunications NetWork (see step 5-2) ^P^chLscm ;is downlink outputrpower used ) •

for a broadcast channel (seb step 5-2); and, (E^o)adapted Varget ^ the adaptive target

Eb/I0 for the connection request message (see Sfep'5i6).
:

~
; , ,

- ^ \*

At step 5-8 the RACH transmit power calculation^proeess 200 uses the value .of

Prach as calculated at step 5-8 as the^ansmit.power.forltransmitting the connection

request message 4-:2 (see Fig. :4). If the.amount of >power computed at step 5-7 and, ^

utilized at step 5-8 proves adequate,- an.access gfatited ; message 4-3 is receivedby ; >

mobile user equipment unit 20, Therefore, after an appropriate time window ha$ i L , ,

elapsed subsequehtito;the attempted transmi§sion:Qf a, connection.request message 4-2 r

at step 5-8, at step 5-9 a check- is made by 'mobile user equipment unit 20 to determine if

it has received an access grant-message^.. If it is deterrnined at step 5-9
;
that a access

grant message 4-3 has not been timely received, at step 5 7 10 thje RACH transmit power

calculation process 200 enters . aTepeat,connectioa request procedure, The details qf tlie,

repeat connection request procedure o£step 5 h10/are not pertinent to the present
; <:

invention; and can involve any appropriate repeat; technique, including increasing the ;

power amount by a predetermined factor.

Assuming that a access grant message 4-3* is received and. so determined, at step .

5-9, at step 5-M the RACH transmit power calculation process .200 obtains the value
,

,

(Efc/Io)actual' from t
the access grant message 4-3. The value (EMactual included in ...

A

the access*.grant message 4-3 received at step 5-9 reflects the actual (Eb/Io) as measured

by base station 22 at the time the base station 22 receives the connection request

message 4-2 of step 5-8; Then, having obtained the, (Eb/Io)actual; at step,5-l 1 Jhe

RACH transmit power calculation process£00 determines,a new- .(Ej/Io)delta with, .

respect io the- connection request message 4-2 of step 5-8 by finding the difference r.\

between the (Et/IolxcTUAL obtained at step 5-1 Land the value (Eb/I0)RACHjuu'gti-and us$ s

the new (E^delta as the (Eb/lo)bELTA(Iast> in RACH- transmit power histoncal . : r , ,

WO 0128126A1 I >
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information FIFO 202. The -forinfer vdlue (Eb/I0)DELTA(last) then becomes . * .

(Eb/Ib)bkLTA(last-l), and so forth, with' the Oldest value of (Eb/I0)DELTA in RACH. transmit

power historicaF information' FIFO 202 rolling out of the window maintained by.'RACH

transmit power historical information FIFO 202: Such FIFO storing techniques, - < m

5 including the user of a pointer to pointm the" memory location to be occupied by the ...

next entry (elg., the "(Eb/Io)bEl:TA(last)
,

'), are well understood by those skilled in the art.

Thus, upon successful completion of a connection request message 4-2 and

storing in RACH transmit power historical information FIFO 202 of a new i

(Eb/Io)bELTA(last) with respect thereto, the RACB transmit powercalculation process^

:

io 200 is concluded as indicated by step 5-12. -
%

: The equation of step 5-7 is thus adaptive and compensates for poorly tuned

equipment in mobile user equipment unit "20; Advantageously, when the RACH
transmit power calculation process 200 of the present invention increases transmit:

power for a connection request message r4-3*upon failure of a base station 22 to receive

15 the same, the power increase is performed in more gradual fashion than in currently

prevailing techniques. This is due, at least in part, to the ability of the mobile user

equipment unit 20 to take into account that the first calculated transmit power is better,

closer to the correct value, with the adaptive tuning of the invention than without.

Therefore, the power ramping is less aggressive . Without the present invention, the

20 power ramping must be aggressive for guaranteeing that a RACH is sent with sufficient

transmit power which is higher, or equal to, the correct value without too many

retransmissions.

In view of the present invention, e.g., the use of the equation of step 5-7, the

RACH power calculation of mobile user equipment unit 20 is adaptively changed over

25 the life of mobile user equipment unit 20. In view of the adaptive change, the RACH

power level as initially calculated at step 5-7 and utilized at step 5-8 is probably correct.

In view of such initial accuracy, there is generally no need to have as aggressive power

ramping than otherwise, and therefore less risk of increasing the RACH transmit power

to a higher than necessary amount. Moreover, the delay for sending connection request

30 messages 4-2 is decreased in view of the initial accuracy, particularly by comparison to

a badly tuned mobile user equipment unit 20 that does not employ the advantageous

adaptive calculation features of the present invention.

BNSDOC1D <WO 0128126A1 I >
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Thus, theforegoing example has. illustrated, a sliding mean value technique for ;V

achieving "adaptability ofRACH transmii power:: The slidingaspeet of the- technique is

attributed, e.g., to tthe first-in, first-out aspects <ofRACH U;ans^
::

information, FIFO.202. Utilization of the mean Value; serves assume averaging of most

5 recently acquired,(Et/Io)bELTA values, . It should be.understood that other techniques for

achieving historical adaptivity of RACH transmit power for mobile user equipment iiinit

20 can be utilized, such as taking a type of average other than a mean average.

. ij
. *(.'.... ..• i- .

j

While in' the foregoing example various-sjpred-parameters haye been accorded , to

certainmemories, e.g., RAM 10,6, fiE should be understood other choices of storage
; :

10 locations can be utihzed.
, : : -i ..... .

:

-

,
-

•. : , o ;' ;

While the invention has been .deseribqdin connection; with what] is presently

considered to be the most, practical and prefen"ed
:
embodiment,, it is to be ^nderstppd; Du

that the inventionis not to be limited to thedisclosed.embodiment, but on the contrary,

is intended to cover various modifications ;and; equivalent arrangements include^ within

15 the spirit and scope pf the appended claims.?* 1

;y: . ; ;v , r ..- :
: . ;

<•
.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: ; ^ . : , ; v

1 1 . A mobile user equipment unit (20) which is characterized by having an on-

2 board unit (200) which makes a calculation of a transmit power for a connection request

3 message to a telecommunications network; the calculation of the transmit power being*

4 adaptive with respect to' a changing characteristic of the mobile user equipment unit.

6 2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the calculation of transmit power reflects

7 aging of the user equipment unit.

1 3. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the on-board unit is a processor (100)

2 which executes a set of coded instructions stored in a memory, arid wherein execution

3 of the set of coded instructions includes ah: evaluation of the expression: * t:

5 PRACH = CracH + (Eb/Io)ADA^TEDTARGET + IuL + Pperch_sent'- Pperch.meas

6 ' '

'

7 wherein

8 Prach is trarishfiit power for the connection request message

9 calculated by the on-board unit; - - ^ .
•

10 Crach " is a constant depending on "rate, channel coding, and

11 carrier bandwidth; j
-
—

"

12 Iul is uplink interference determined at the

13 '
- telecommunications network;

14 Pperch_sent
* ^ is downlink Output power used for a broadcast -

15
'

;

-

r

' channel; '
* '

;
'

"

16 PperCh_meas
' '

* is received broadcast channel power measured at the

17 user equipment unit;

is (Et/I0)ADAPfED target ' is' ah adaptive target Et/Io for the connection request

19
~ 1 message. *

-•*-*'
' v

1 4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein (Eb/I0)ADAPTED target is' computed using a

2 target transmit power specified by the telecommunications network and an historically-

3 based modification factor.
;

r j
-
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1 5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the histdoMl^

2 is maintained by the mobile user equipment unit.

1 '::.) p 6. The apparatus, qf claim

2 is a;mean of a set ,of differentials

,

;
each differential, of the §et being a difference, between

3 a target ratio of received energy to interference, and ^n actual ratio of received energy to

4 interference as determined by the telecommunications network.

1 7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the set of differentials .are compiled with

2 respect to a plural number of previous connection request messages.

1 '•„;;; 8. -The apparatus of claim !, wherein the juser equipment unit jncludes. a
.

;

,.

2 memory (202) which .stores transmit power historical informatics and wherein the pn<-

3 board unit (200) uses the transmit power historical information in making the

4 calculation of the transmit power to,be used in making a connection request message to

5 a telecommunications network.

1 , 9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein^he memory stores a set of historically

2 compiled differentials, each of the differential^ being a difference between a target ratio

3 of received energy to interference and an actual, ratio of received energy to interference

4 as determined by the telecommunications; network.

1 10. The apparatus of claim 9, .wherein the memory is a FIFO register, and

2 wherein the on-board unit uses,a mean value of-the historically compiled differentials

3 stored in the FIFO register in making the calculation of the transmit power to be used in

4 making the connection request niessage .to a. telecommunications network.

1 11. The, apparatus ofclaim 10, wherein at least one of the target ratio of

2 received energy to interference and the actual ratio of received energy to interference as

3 determined by the telecommunications network is transmitted from the

4 telecommunications network to the user equipment unit.
,

1 12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein both the target ratio of received energy

2 to interference and the actual ratio of received energy to interference as determined by

BNSDOCID: <WO_ 01281 26A1 I >
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3 the : telecommunications network is, transmitted from the telecommunications network to

4 the user equipment unit. t , . ; ^ :i
.

1 13. The apparatus of claim 1 1, wherein the actual-ratio of received energy to

2 interference as determined by the telecommunications network is transmitted from the

3 telecommunications network to the user equipment unit in an access grant message.

1 14. The apparatus of.claim 1 1 , wherein the; target ratio of received energy to

2 interference as determined by th^ telecommunications network is transmitted from the

3 telecommunications network to the user equipment unit in broadcast channel message.

1 15. A method of operating a.mobile user equipment unit (20) which transmits a

2 connection request message to a telecommunications network, the method characterized

3 by: * y .

4 obtaining a target ratio of received.energy to interference value;

5 determining a transmit power ^value for the connection request message using the

6 target ratio of receiyed.energy to, interference.value and a modification factor, the

7 modification factor being a differential between* the target ratio of received energy to

8 interference and an actual ratio of received energy to interference as determined by the

9 telecommunications network. - , >: r,

1 16. The method of claim 1 5,/further comprising dete^ning the modification
;

2 factor at the mobile user equipment unit.

1 17. The method of claim 15, further comprising determining the modification

,

2 factor by taking a mean of a set of differentials, each differential of the set being a

3 difference between a target ratio of received energy to interference and an actual ratio

4 of received energy to interference as determined by the telecommunications network.

1 18. The method of claim 17, further comprising compiling plural differentials.

,

2 of the set with respect to a corresponding plural number of previous connection request

3 messages..; a: .
.- -

-;
'

'
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1
c

19. The method of claim T5; wherein ^
1

2 value for the connection request message comprises evaluating the expression:
"
L s

•

3

4
'a

PkACH = CracH + (Et/Io)ADAPTEd TARGET + 'IuL + Pperch.serit ' Ppcrch_meas
xi

6 wherein 1 r hu: ; -—•T T
-

c '

!

•
v ;

:

'

j >1 '

;
J '" r

'
:; -' i, ;f:n '-

7 Prach is transmit power for the connection request message

8 '

"

:

'
" : '**

'
n calculated by the bh-board unit;**

;

: ;
i

' *•

9
*

;tl

Crach
j J

'*

1
:

is a constant depehdihg oh rate, channel coding; and

10 '

:/%<
' * c

•

v
- *

,/( " y •••
;

-
; carrier bandwidth; °

"r- V: '° ~-

1 1 IUL is uplink interference determined at the

12 "
:

" v 5
; 1 ;r telecorfm ' •

13 ^
PperchLse'nt

j "
' "-

:

'"is"
:

dbwhlinK" bufpui' power used ; for a broadcast -
i : -

14 channel;

15 Ppcrch.mcas
:

is received broadcast channel power measured at the

16
,:

\. ' -
T

^ iiser^ v;
-

-

17 (Et/l6)*AbAPtEb TAkGEf is ah adaptive target E&/I'o for the connection request -

18
:

' v "
•

1 v - '
v

- message;
viF

•
- p< f

"

•

' -

,; f

-
*

-

l 20. The method of claim 19, further comprising determihihg (Eb/Io)adapted
"

- target using a target energy to power ratio (Eb/I0)RAcH_target as specified by the

3 telecommunications network and the modification factor. •

'

1 21. The method of claim 20, further comprising determining the modification

2 factor at the mobile tiser equipment iihit! ; ..»*".'.>•.
' - ' - - ^

1

"
:

;

' 22v
* The method *of claim 21 , furthercomprising deriving- the modification facttir

2 as a' mean of a set of differentials, each differential of the set being a difference between

3 a target ratio of received energy to interference and an actual ratio of received energy to

4 interference as determined by the telecommunications network. r' " -

-

1 23. The method of claim 22, further comprising compiling plural differentials p
:

2 of the set with respect to a corresponding plural number of previous connection request

3 messages.
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24. The method of claim 15, further comprising determining a transmit power

value for the connection request message at,the mobile user equipment unit:!.;;
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